2018 Global Impact

16 Countries impacted by The Eden Alternative

8,000 Elder, Family, and Employee Care Partners impacted through our consulting and guide services

100,000 Elder, Family, and Employee Care Partners impacted by the Eden Registry worldwide

“Getting support from an Eden Path to Mastery Guide was instrumental in hardwiring the Ten Principles of The Eden Alternative. The Path to Mastery™ helped us successfully convert this knowledge into practice by applying the Principles to organizationally specific circumstances.”

~ Joseph Rich, Director, Risk Management & Regulatory Affairs, Motion Picture and Television Fund (MPTF), Los Angeles, CA

“We all suffer from ‘burnout’ at some point in our lives. We start to wonder if our inner ‘flame’ for what we do has been extinguished. The Eden Alternative makes you feel that ‘fire’ again! It reminds you why you started in this field. It’s an ongoing process that not only reignites that fire, but supplies the fuel to spread that fire.”

~ Cindy Patrick, LPN, Georgia
Celebrating 25 YEARS
Serving Elders and Their Care Partners.

CO  M  I  N  G  I  N
2019

• A fresh, new brand identity
• A new website
• Educational enhancements
• Broader reach
• Expanded consulting services and collaborative partnerships

New President & CEO
Jill Vitale-Aussem

2018 Global Impact

395
People attended the 2018 Eden Alternative International Conference in Atlanta, GA

4,000
People educated through our formal educational offerings

“The quality and content of Eden Alternative training was exceptional. It exceeded our expectations it will assist us to change the culture of care to a person-directed approach.”
~ Jackie Simkins, General Manager, Kaitaia, New Zealand

7
Active, major grant-funded education projects

2018 Impact

3
Active, major grant-funded education projects